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ROGAL Cultural Hybridization

ABSTRACT : Cultural Hybridization in the Visual Vernacular

In Latin America and the Caribbean, the cultural values and modes of communi-

cation of the “other” have historically played a subordinate role to the dominant

colonial cultures. In this paper I investigate how issues of power and multicultur-

alism are manifested through visual and textual materials (store signage, posters,

billboards, naming, etc.) in the public space.

Relevant issues . Basic ideas and questions to be explored

How is contact between indigenous and colonial cultures manifested in a particu-

lar visual culture? Does a hybrid visual language develop? How does visual com-

munication reflect (or conversely not) the power structure found in the larger

culture? What relevance does this have to designers and the field? 

• how design functions in the larger socio-political and economic context

• the relationship between the dominant and subordinate.

• the relationship between word and image.

• how visual communication reflects the power structure found in the 

larger culture.

Methodology

Interpret and analyze research utilizing the post structuralist ‘process of degener-

ation’ (the process of breaking down, for example: signs into symbols, symbols

into indexes and indexes into icons, wholes into parts and into more parts until

we perceive them as tangible things relative to us and our world).



INTRODUCTION

With 14 flights daily from the United States, Sammy Sosa playing for the

Chicago Cubs, the opening of a new Kentucky Fried Chicken franchise, continuing

economic and cultural ties to Spain, and international cruise ships stopping for

port visits, the Dominican Republic not only reflects its origins as a hybrid culture

but continues in this vein through exchange and globalization.

In this paper, I investigate how issues of cultural identity and power are manifest-

ed through the visual landscape. In doing so, I intend to provide insight into the

contemporary culture of colonized and hybrid spaces where the values and modes

of communication of the ‘other’ (indigenous or slave) have historically played a

subordinate role to those of the dominant colonial cultures. Western values,

including literacy and a codified language usage, have longed served as both a

standard as well as a point of differentiation.This is particularly true in many

parts of Latin America, where the experience of non-western groups fit narrowly,

if at all into the mainstream culture. This project, in asking how the visual land-

scape communicates identity and sense of place, issues related to hybridity and

power emerge, specifically explores the contemporary visual culture of the

Dominican Republic, as the first colonized territory in the Western hemisphere.

My primary considerations for research and analysis are:

• Consider how the designed object functions in the larger socio-political 

and economic context (this includes both high and low).

• Observe and, if possible, draw conclusions on the relationship between 

the dominant and subordinate, the word and image, and the idea of exchange.

• Understand how a hybrid culture can develop – I refer to this as ‘cultural 

mixing.’ For example, in looking at the Dominican Republic, we can see 

influences from Europe, Africa and the United States.These influences do not 

exist in a pure sense, but rather are mixed together to form a new, hybrid 

culture. Culture is constantly in flux.

BACKGROUND

In order to give the reader appropriate background to understand the Dominican

context, which is positioned outside the mainstream of writing and research on

Latin America, a brief historical overview follows.

As the first colonized territory in the western hemisphere, the Dominican Republic

has the longest history of continuous occupation, immigration, and trade. After

sailing through the Bahamas and past Cuba, Christopher Columbus arrived at

what is now the island of Hispaniola in December 1492.The primary reason for

settling on Hispaniola was the discovery of gold deposits, earlier evidenced by
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ornaments worn by the Taino inhabitants of the island.This discovery ultimately

led to the establishment of the city of Santo Domingo, now the capital.

At the time of European arrival, the indigenous Taino population was estimated

at approximately 400,000.(Moya, 1995,27) With a complex social and political

structure, the Tainos were skilled at agriculture and fishing, and because of the

favorable person-to land ratio, they were able to sustain themselves with a mini-

mal amount of labor. A peaceful tribal culture, the Tainos were “united in a com-

mon front against the Caribes, who were [at the time] their greatest threat of

extinction” –  their warring and cannibalistic nature engendered fear as the

Caribes from the lesser Antilles would attack with surprise to capture men for

food and women for breeding. (Moya, 1995, 22) With the arrival of the Spanish,

the Tainos were impressed into forced labor, with a focus on mining and agricul-

tural production. Within the first 20 years of contact, the indigenous Taino popu-

lation had rapidly declined from the brutality of overwork, abuse and disease.

Desperation caused many to commit ritual suicide and women, not wanting their

children to be enslaved, died as a result of abortions (by 1514, only 26, 334

Tainos remained on the island and by 1519, the population was estimated at

3,000). This rapid decline would continue and by 1542, the Taino population was

extinct. As the gold mines were exhausted, labor-intensive sugar, ginger and cattle

ranching became the island’s primary industries.The increasing need for manual

labor, combined with the extinction of the native Taino population led, in the early

1500s, to the importation of slaves from Africa. However, its value as a colony

diminished during this time as well. Life was difficult and profits had diminished –

colonization of Mexico, and the Andean countries brought in much greater riches

for the crown and prompted settlers to leave for new opportunities, slave rebel-

lions were often, piracy was rampant in the Caribbean, and Spanish trade was

restrictive and isolated the Dominican Republic. By the early 1600s, the island

was impoverished, isolated and still under Spanish rule.(Moya, 1995, 9–50)

Today, the Dominican Republic is a vibrant country with major industries includ-

ing tourism, sugar refining, nickel and gold mining, and tobacco.

THE CONTEMPORARY LANDSCAPE

Colonized spaces are a reflection of the values, traditions and norms of the colo-

nizer and permeate the culture. But what happens to those of the colonized, and

in this case, those of the Africans brought over as slaves? Recognition of the con-

tribution to language, culture and identity of the ‘other’ is often limited, if

acknowledged at all.To do so, the colonizer has to cede power and influence, and

control – consciously or unconsciously.The list of value-laden attributes that form

a culture is long, but at the top is language, both textual and visual. It is precisely

because of its ubiquitousness – language aids in the construction of identity and

subsequently the creation of a homogenous whole – that it is so critical to colo-

nized spaces. Western values, including literacy and a codified language usage,
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have long served as both a standard as well as a point of differentiation. This is

particularly true in many parts of Latin American, where the experiences of non-

western groups fit narrowly, if at all into the mainstream culture.

In the early twenty-first century, where we place an increasing emphasis on the

study of globalization and emerging hybrid cultures, it remains critical to look at

how hybridity operated historically. In essence, all colonized spaces reflect some

level of hybrid culture. As Arjun Appadurai writes, it is the ‘inability of nation-

states to maintain and contain the fact and the fiction of homogenous popula-

tions and cultural formations.’(Valdivia, 2000, 6) Cultural theorist Néstor García

Canclini specifically notes that Latin America, sitting outside of a Euro-American

expectation for linear development and cultural homogenization, continues to be

a region whose hybrid cultures ‘demand a rejection of simplistic oppositions.’

(Valdivia, 2000, 7) In this context, the dialectical distinctions of high and low,

rich and poor, white and black, and so on are subordinated to the grey areas in

between. We see that global mass communication – television, mobile phones, the

internet – have created a shift towards equalization of the traditional domination

of the written language. Visual literacy has become increasingly important in

speaking both a more global and local language. Multiple and simultaneous com-

munication modes work together and result in non-linear notions of time and

place, and shape our understanding of the world. What had taken years, may now

only take minutes. Citizens have access to the world through mass media and

mass communication, and like many, can become part of a larger and perhaps

more localized community based on specific interests rather than geography.

Local impacts of globalization in the Dominican Republic can be seen in both its

large industrial zone, where Asian and North American products are made and

assembled for export, and in tourism, which continues to be a mainstay of the

economy. While its contemporary visual culture reflects not only its origins – with

Taino, African and Spanish influence – it is also reflective of its close relationship

to the United States.Today, as we view the country’s visual landscape, we see a

hybrid culture, where traditional and rigid constructions of space and time are

muted. It is not a homogenous space but more appropriately defined and under-

stood as a ‘culture of circulation’ wherein there is a continual process of

hybridization and mutation.

As an aid to understanding this, I refer to Gilles Delueze’s theory of the Rhizome,

which views identity as a ‘system of roots and of routes’ – where ‘we find a con-

tinual process of mixing, adapting and cross fertilization. Finding the routes

through which forms have propagated reveals the connectedness and mutual

imbrication of different cultures.’ (Crang, 1998, 172) It is in the contemporary

visual landscape that we see the Dominican identity reflective of hybrid cultural

influences.
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Taino/Arawak >> Taino + Spanish >> Taino + Spanish + African (slaves) >>

Spanish + African + Mestizo + French < <  + small French  < < + US (Black)

METHODOLOGY

In this paper, I investigate how issues of cultural identity and power are manifest-

ed through the visual (including textual) materials evident in the public space.

Beyond providing a background and context for understanding this hybrid culture,

my intent is to analyze and interpret a sampling of the Dominican visual land-

scape. As a semiotic analysis of this landscape, I take an in-depth look at the

relationship between the signifier and signified, and explore how connotation and

denotation, myth, ideology and history function to create meaning.This includes

an analysis of how the visual language of form (line, shape, colour, typography

and surface) and textual language are employed to create meaning.

THE CONTEMPORARY CONTEXT

The hybridity and mixing of signs is evident in everything from food packaging to

store signage. It may occur within one object or through the proximity and rela-

tionship of objects to each other. Four primary cultural influences are evident in

the visual culture of the Dominican Republic: Spanish, African, and Taino, and

that of the United States. Immigration prior to the 20th century centered around

the growing sugar and tobacco industries. Migrants from nearby Puerto Rico and

Cuba and the Dutch, Danish and British caribbean islands came to the Dominican

Republic and quickly assimilated into Dominican culture.The influence of the

United States is most recent, chronologically, and at this moment has a strong

impact, economically and culturally. With the Dominican diaspora, over one mil-

lion Dominicans live and work in the United States. Most return a percentage of

their salaries to relatives at home. Strong ties continue to exist, politically, eco-

nomically and culturally with Spain. Influences emerge in multiple ways and most

can be categorized as referring to identity, tourism, appropriation and the ‘other’.

IDENTITY

Evidence of Spanish colonial rule and historical lineage exists throughout the

country, most notably in the colonial district of Santo Domingo, where architec-

ture, monuments to Christopher Columbus, and decorative Spanish tile designat-

ing street names is evident. (figures 1–4) Streets are named after Spanish royalty

and renown Dominicans of Spanish heritage and the colonial palace, Alcázar de

Colón, is preserved for tourism.

Approximately 75% of the Dominican population is mulatto (mix of Spanish and

African) yet identifies most closely with Taino culture, rather than with a Spanish

or African identity.Though this is not to say that the culture, values and belief

systems brought from mainly west Africa and representations of brown skinned

people do not exist and flourish here. However, this identification creates a sense

of naturalness in terms of ‘belonging’ to the indigenous culture, and with this,

rights of ownership to a national identity convey. Identification with the native

Taino culture establishes an identity that is truly Dominican and can itself
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become a point of differentiation and uniqueness within the Latin American and

Caribbean context.

References to Taino culture exist in both the contemporary textual and visual lan-

guage.The National Museum has a permanent exhibit documenting Taino influ-

ence and their advanced social system, which includes the Taino impact on the

language system. Words of Taino origin, including hammock, tobacco, maize, and

barbecue have made their way into everyday vocabulary. While an exhibition in a

state museum formally legitimizes the Taino culture and contribution, a much

wider and popular impact is evident in the multiple references to Taino folk

heroes that are found on everyday popular items, including food and beverage

packaging.

The representation of Taino culture and people used for product branding posi-

tions these products as specifically Dominican. With multiple and varied represen-

tations over time, they both define and reinforce a national identity. Appearing on

everyday items and food staples, these mythical characters grow to legendary

cult status – legitimizing their history.

It deserves to be noted that the representations of Taino heroes become amplified

because of the absence of others. For example, there is no Christopher Columbus

cookie or otherwise colonial or sports hero cracker.The appropriation of Taino

characters and use of Taino cultural motifs in this respect legitimizes the

Dominican right to the island and stands, ironically, to support and embrace this

history that literally extinguished Taino culture. Five hundred years later, we see

the Tainos as exotic, as Indians in elaborate and primitive dress.

As romanticized figures, with names such as Hatuey and Guarina, they are loaded

with signifiers – including purity, strength and righteousness.Their stories are

well known throughout the Caribbean, and Hatuey himself is a hero embraced by

revolutionaries. (figures 5–7) His face has become one of the best recognized

branding elements in Dominican culture, and has extended to Cuba and Puerto

Rico.The use of romantic figures becomes particularly compelling in contrast to

bronze sculptures and architectural monuments celebrating Christopher

Columbus and the founding of the New World. Unlike Hatuey, who has a clear

sense of ethnicity and distinguishing features in his multiple representations,

Guarina is represented as a nubile yet wholesome Taino maiden. (figure 8) Her

history is perceived as an original one, with the story seemingly untouched by

western influences. Yet her origins are mixed – her name and image signify Taino,

but the cookie itself is Spanish – denoting mixed origins intended to coexist

seamlessly. Guarina is disneyfied and has similarities to Pocahontas, etc. (figure

9) She does not have a look that defines her, rather she is defined by her graphic

representation of a nubile maiden, apparently appropriate since she is a romantic
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character born of a love story. Whereas Hatuey is a warrior chief – famous for

his defiance of Spanish colonization.

References to the Tainos does not diminish the impact of African culture and his-

tory.The visual landscape and racial makeup of the population demonstrates this

impact. For the most part, African-ness is not exoticized in the same manner as

the Taino, rather evidenced with a more familiar and comfortable tone.

AFRO-CARIBBEAN REFERENCES

From a western point of view, images of Afro-Caribbeans evident in popular cul-

ture seem, at first glance, stereotypical and politically incorrect. (figures 10, 11)

Representations, anthropomorphic and otherwise, are found throughout the coun-

try and are related to “food” culture. Images of plump, dark skinned women are

the most common. In the case of Pollos Victorina (Victorina Chicken), a mammy

chicken advertises her wares. (figure 12) With the importation of African slaves

beginning within 10 years of European colonization, this history is intertwined

with the history of the country as well as economic, political and social develop-

ment. Unlike other colonies, mixed race marriages were very common in the

Caribbean. With the majority of the population of mulatto (African and

Caucasian) racial origin, one must question if this representation is always nega-

tive? Rather, can they function as a point of identification and mirroring? A

major issue in racial and identity studies has focused on the lack of representa-

tion of minority groups (ie, those who are not in power). Do multiple representa-

tions – even beyond products and into, for example, billboards with Sammy Sosa

or Michael Jordan, reflect identification and acceptance? (figure 13) Do less

exotic and more familiar representations elevate status because they appear natural? 

APPROPRIATION

Throughout Santo Domingo and in the beach town Boca Chica, references exist

to the United States. Obviously proximity to the United States plays a role, with

primary export of the U.S. being its culture. However, references which are spe-

cific to American popular culture, require an understanding of codes, not only by

the owner of the establishment, but by the audience. Without a foreknowledge of

their specificity, and the context surrounding the signs, the point of communica-

tion and point of differentiation it attempts to establish is lost.

An example of an obscure reference is the Route 66 Bar in Boca Chica. (figure

14) The reproduction of a mid-20th century gas pump outside of the Route 66

Bar creates a sense of nostalgia about the United States during the 1950s and

1960s.This theme does not continue inside, so the only attempt at creating reso-

nance to this highway is through the gas pump out front. Route 66 signifies the

open road and freedoms associated with it. (figure 15) This gas pump is not

authentic, as an obviously reproduced and presumably expensive souvenir import-
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ed from the United States. Its pristine nature is in contrast to the bar it advertis-

es. While connotations of Route 66 suggest American culture and reference the

notion of moving west and conquering new frontiers, one cannot help but wonder

how this relates to the contemporary Dominican context. In a Third world nation,

what we perceive as nostalgic serves more as a reminder of lack of resources and

access since there are still pumps from the 1950s in use.

In a country renown for producing over 200 major-league baseball players, from

Felipe Alou to Sammy Sosa, baseball is king. Baseball camps are set up with the

support of U.S. Major League Baseball. Making it in the big leagues might be a

dream of every boy in the United States, but this transfers more so the children

in the Dominican Republic, with poverty at an astonishingly high level. Here, rags

to riches stories are real – Sammy Sosa was shining shoes before making it big

with the Chicago Cubs and he’s even more popular because he’s giving back to

his country. Rather than simply commodify the unattainable to sell sports equip-

ment, sports icons show support for working class Dominicans who have done

good. At this sports bar without a name in the beach town of Boca Chica,

Dominican and U.S. professional sports teams are referenced with team mascots.

(figure 16) This iconography is almost universally understood here – words are

not required. Depictions are hand painted and random in their ordering on the

wall surrounding the sports bar, but for the most part accurate in their represen-

tation of the sports icons.The hand-rendered quality informs us that this is not a

corporate chain but rather a local gathering place which is both embracing and

capitalizing on the marketing value of professional sports as it relates to national

identity and pride.The ephemeral quality of this mural provides one with the

impression that this sign will change based on team loyalties and the achieve-

ments of Dominican players. Utilizing the symbols of American professional

sports teams references the concept of the ‘American Dream’ and perhaps a new

‘Dominican Dream,’ where it is possible for Dominican players to achieve success

in the United States.This is particularly poignant on a small island with limited

opportunity. Rather than be judged on lineage or skin color, the success possible

in the United States, and in baseball in particular, is its Dominican equivalent.

TOURISM

With so many Dominicans living in the United States, it seems only natural that

North American tourists take the reverse route and make their way south for the

winter on cruise ships and to the country’s many resorts. As a port city, Santo

Domingo plays host to major cruise lines which provide daily onshore excursions

to the Zona Colonial and the local markets. As in the case of many cities, there is

urban flight, even on this small island. Businesses have moved to more accessible

venues with wider streets and middle and upper classes live in modern high rises

or smaller homes beyond the center.The Zona Colonial preserves colonial

Dominican architecture and artifacts, offers business and cultural services and
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focus our attention on the island’s rich history and wealth of natural resources.

One can walk along Calle Las Damas (referencing the attendants to the Spanish

Viceroy’s wife) or Calle Isabel La Católica (named for Queen Isabel of Spain),

visit the Alcázar de Colón or the Casa Hernán Cortes (notable for leading the

Spanish conquest of Mexico). On the periphery of this zone is where local vendors

sell fresh fruit, and one finds the major tourist market filled with baskets, rum

and other goodies.The ‘curandera’ has her store filled with religious icons and

magic potions and since the release of the film Jurassic Park, which was filmed in

the country, amber has become a commodity that is in-demand. (figure 17)

Within these few city blocks one finds the original indicators and eclectic mix

which signified the hybridity of the culture of the Dominican Republic.

Store signage often includes the linguistic mixing of Spanish and English – signi-

fying the increasing internationalization of the country. Evidence of this exists at

Gift Shop La Tipica, where the mix of Spanish and English is combined and has

a two-fold purpose – to create a sense of authenticity and clarify intent. (figure

18) Marketing to tourists, the use of the English ‘gift shop’ stands out so it is

easily recognizable to the scores of United States and Canadian tourist who visit

Santo Domingo each year during designated cruise ship shore visits. Because ‘La

Tipica’ easily translates to English, it functions to inform the tourist yet retains

its authentic Dominican/Spanish quality. One expects to find designated typical

Dominican handicrafts such as amber and larimar jewelry, traditional Taino arti-

facts, and woodcarvings.The formal aspects of the sign – hand lettered with fad-

ing paint – function to convey a sense of personalization, intimacy and authentici-

ty. By virtue of the Sprite canopy next door, this gift shop, whether really typical

or authentic, is made more so through the visual contrast of the old and new, the

local and global. Here one will have a real Dominican encounter rather than a

mass-marketed experience.

There exists an historical notion of the traditional caribbean cigar industry in the

nearby ‘Gift Shop Domi Habana’ and the ‘Cigars King’ store. (figures 19,20) The

use of typefaces and language convey several messages. ‘Cigars King’ displayed in

a Gothic typeface references Spanish, particularly royal, origins and tradition.The

syntax of Gothic typefaces references the middle-ages and early renaissance peri-

od, the same time period of Spanish colonization of the island.The brass material

supports this image, particularly in contrast to the hand-painted “La Tipica”

sign. Referencing the past is a deliberate and immediate strategy to convey quali-

ty, tradition and communicate credibility. The use of English rather than Spanish

communicates to the English-speaking tourist. While the Cuban embargo contin-

ues as United States’ policy, Dominican cigars are the next best thing.
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THE OTHER / GLOBALIZED CULTURE

While so far, I have referenced historical legacy and the influence of U.S. popular

culture, the hybrid culture that is referenced here is becoming increasingly more

global and reaches beyond the exportation of U.S. popular culture and the

Spanish legacy. Evidence of this exists in the Rey’s Tacos sign. (figure 21)

Intended for Dominicans, the language is Americanized because the apostrophe is

proper to English grammar, not Spanish.This requires and implies an understand-

ing of the possessive in English. With Rey meaning King, its usage is clearly

derivative, and uses Spanglish. Dominicans, who find Taco Bell kits on the grocery

store shelves, can relate to the visual syntax Rey’s Tacos utilizes. (figure 22) A

serif typeface and use of all uppercase letterforms, not only signifies importance,

but resonates similarity with the Taco Bell logo; old west typefaces are tall,

chunky with serifs, and similar to woodblock display typefaces of the 1800s.

However, to support and clarify origin and place, the sombrero symbolizes

Mexico. Even within the Latin context, the sombrero positions itself semiotically

to stand in for all that is Mexican. With increasing globalization, it functions as a

primary signifier of Mexican culture, drawing on a multiplicity of histories from

inside and outside (Speedy Gonzalez cartoons by Warner Brothers, etc.) the

Mexican context. The subtitle ‘Buen Gusto’ in a script typeface adds a sense of

the personal and light-hearted, and is clearly intended for the local audience.The

juxtaposition of the Rey’s Tacos mark with the Pepsi logo represent a mixing of

references to Mexican and American visual language, with the Pepsi serving to

legitimize the restaurant, as if ‘sponsored by Pepsi’ or ‘we’re cool, serving Pepsi here.’

Similarly, La Esquina de Tejas, a Texas-style steak house, references the cattle

and beef culture of Texas. (figure 23) Translated as ‘the corner of Texas’ the nam-

ing implies that this place is like a little corner of Americana – with Texas stand-

ing in for the United States as a whole. On first inspection, it is perceived as a

relatively neutral commercial sign, however one can read that the shape of the

signage is formally abstracted from the large belt buckles found in the American

southwest and signifying cowboy culture. (figure 24) The upper case lettering in a

rounded typeface similar to Hobo references the syntax most familiar to the sig-

nage of Mexican restaurants in the United States. One can look to back again to

the grocery store shelves, stocked with imported Taco Bell products to under-

stand the syntactical references. Because this signage is reflexive of how

Mexican-ness is perceived in the United States, it suggests a mixing of these iden-

tities – that somehow Mexico and Texas are the same.

Universal and admittedly stereotypical indicators are relied upon to convey Asian

culture, as in the case of Tokio Motors and Panda Express. (figures 25,26) As

the architecture of most car dealerships across the world is similar in its neutrali-

ty, with the manufacturers sign at the street entrance and the showroom in a box-

like building towards the rear of the lot.Tokio Motors, situated on a major street

in Santo Domingo, utilizes architectural forms to differentiate itself from its com-
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petitors.The red pagoda becomes both a landmark and establishes the enterprise

as foreign – standing in for Asian culture.The color not only calls attention, but

utilizes colours expected in a Japanese or Chinese palette. Employing a stereotyp-

ical typeface further signifies Asian culture, but rather than Japanese, the formal

syntax references the brush strokes which we relate to a Chinese syntax, albeit

one created in a western context. In fact, this style of typeface is utilized on

many Chinese restaurant take out containers, signage and placemats and func-

tions as an easily recognizable, even if not appropriate form.This visual represen-

tation is what we, almost universally, signify as ‘Asian.’This mixing of what we

perceive to be Japanese and Chinese referents breaks down the notion of national

identity and supports an ideology that is not nationally-specific but rather ideo-

logically generic. Signs and cultures are mixed without regard to true cultural

authenticity.

CONCLUSION

While this paper focuses specifically on the hybrid visual landscape of the

Dominican Republic, I contend that it is applicable to understanding other post-

colonial and multicultural contexts. Rather than being exclusive, it is representa-

tive of the hybridity borne out of colonialism and globalization respectively, which

in turn speaks to all of us. As we enter the 21st century, it is evident that, for the

most part, the world is becoming more and more connected through mass media,

new technologies, exchange which leads to an openness regarding other cultures.

Much of this connectedness is supported or fostered through the visual, which

creates linkages, within and across cultures.

In some cases power relationships are obvious through our understanding of con-

text.The dominant entity in the African/Spanish/Taino equation is perceived to be

the colonial power. Spanish is the official language, Catholicism the official reli-

gion. However, the very existence of Afro-Caribbean and Taino figures in popular

culture signifies a change in the balance of the equation. Albeit both Hatuey,

Guarina and La Victorina are commodified for economic gain, their seeming

invisibleness where they sit on store shelves everyday or are seen on signage as

one moves around Santo Domingo, creates familiarity.

The examples shown demonstrate the wealth of cultural influences that are pres-

ent in the Dominican Republic today. While many of these are related to commer-

cial production, they have origins which are considered both high and low, as well

as global and local. In the case of a colonized place, emphasis has been placed on

assimilation and construction of a national identity through the use of one lan-

guage, that of the colonizer.The manifestation of the visual as we experience it

today creates an added dimension, which is multivocal and inherently more

diverse.The visual may provide decoration, illustrate what is being said in writing,

or function on its own as a kind of image text. Roland Barthes asks us to look at
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these representations ideologically, as they often exist below our analytical radar

and appear natural. But, as he states, nothing is ever really ‘natural’ and every-

thing is a product of ideology and belief systems, whether we perceive this or not.

The use of Hatuey, Guarina, and Pollos Victorina serve as examples to support

this. As product brands, they create their own myth to cross economic and social

strata. At the same time, these icons continue to set expectations and define the

concept of Dominican-ness. With every sale, it is understood that these figures are

part of the specific national identity rather than a larger Latin or global culture.

It is naive to think that the cultural elite, for example advertising or design firms,

are not tuned in to the semiotics of signs employed.There is no neutral sign or

surface. Everything is marked and intentional, whether it be conscious or uncon-

scious, overt or covert.

How do we analyze the visual landscape in terms of seeing a shift in power struc-

tures? The government may create a monument to Columbus which speaks to

national identity, references historic origins and reminds the public (local and

tourist) of ties to Spain.There is no doubt from a semiotic point of view that the

codes embodied in the Columbus statue reinforce Spanish or colonial dominance

over the indigenous peoples of the island. He is idolized by nubile and naked Taino

women from all sides. A local merchant who puts up a store sign, Cigars King for

example, is playing off these codes to signify tradition and historicity in the nam-

ing of the establishment, and signage typeface and materials used. When we think

of intent, we read the Columbus statue as ideological, and the store sign as eco-

nomic. But the latter does not exists without the former, because it relies on this

ideology as a reference point for its message. In both instances, there is primacy

of formal syntax over the semantic. One perceives the forms of Columbus with the

Taino women before one reads the official plaque just as one perceives the refer-

ence to the Gothic style and brass color of the Cigars King sign before one reads

the words. In other examples seen here, it is the image, the form, which is used as

the primary message vehicle.

Understanding the codes present in an environment often requires culturally-spe-

cific knowledge and requires a different kind of literacy since we are living in a

media-saturated environment. ‘Visual culture, which generally does not observe

differences in language and levels of literacy, is key in this climate of globaliza-

tion.’ (Sturken, 2001, 317) With multiple formal representations – consider the

concept of bricolage, and breaking out of codified and homogenous rules, the

visual becomes the voice of the ‘other’. In this case, we can broaden our definition

and consider the ‘other’ to be primarily those outside of the dominant social and

economic class (i.e., popular culture) but also the multi-national corporations

who are creating a new wave of cultural imperialism and operating outside of the

local environment.
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Inhabiting the public space rather than the private, as in traditional texts, allows

the visual to play a primary role in constructing the popular culture and reach

broader audiences. When the visual language develops independent of a formal

structure, and alters traditional expectations or norms of the official language, it

is a reflection of the multivocal, and thus hybrid, visual culture communicates to

the masses rather than the elite.This hybridity reflects a cultural shift which

begins to equalize the historically tumultuous relationship between the dominant

word and subordinate image.There is no neutral sign or surface. Everything is

marked and intentional, whether it be conscious or unconscious, overt or covert.
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1

figure 1. Colonial architecture of Santo Domingo.

figure 2. Alcázar de Colón, Santo Domingo.

figure 3. Monument to Columbus.

figure 4. Spanish colonial style street sign in the

Zona Colonial.

figure 5. Hatuey cracker packaging from the

Dominican Republic.

figure 6. Hatuey beer. A product of the Bacardi

Company.

figure 7. Malta Hatuey beer. A product of the

Bacardi Company.
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fig 2

figure 8. Gaurina Brand Cookies. Grupo 

Malla Ltd, manufacturers of Guarina and 

Hatuey products.

figure 9. Pocahontas, a Disney Production.

figure 10. La Morenita and Harina El Negrito,

two local wheat cereal products sit side by side 

by side.

figure 11. Photo of salt shaker typically sold in

downtown Santo Domingo. Souvenir from the

Dominican Republic.

figure 12. Signage for Pollos Victorina.The sig-

nage caption states ‘El sabor que me fascina.’ –

‘The flavor that fascinates.’
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fig 3

figure 13 : Michael Jordan billboard, Santo Domingo.

figure 14. Gas pump outside of Route 66 Bar.

figure 15. Vintage postcard from the original Route 66.

figure 16. Sports Bar mural, Boca Chica.

figure 17 : A typical Curandera shop, Santo Domingo.
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fig 4

figure 18. Gift Shop La Tipica.

figure 19. Gift Shop Domi–Habana,

sells cigars and souvenirs.

figure 20. Gift Shop Cigars King.

figure 21. Rey’s Tacos signage.

figure 22 : Taco Bell products are imported and

available at local super markets.
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fig 5

figure 23. La Esquina de Tejas signage 

and storefront.

figure 24 : A typical cowboy-style belt buckle

from the United States.

figure 25.Tokio Motors pagoda.

figure 26. Panda Express Chinese Restaurant 

signage, also serving Pepsi.
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